
Year 11 Spring 2 Week 1 Lesson 2
Week beginning 22nd Feb 21

This lesson discussed on in the live 
lesson on Monday 22nd February

LO: I use fronted adverbials
LO: I can create a story introduction



Task 1 – What is a fronted adverbial
Where do you think this goes in your writing?

A fronted adverbial goes at the beginning of a 
sentence

It describes the verb in the sentence

It describes where, when and how



Task 1 – What is a fronted adverbial
Examples of a fronted adverbial

Can you think of any?

Without thinking

Before long

Quick as a flsh

On a sunny beach

Just behind the tree



Tom jumped off the train

What fronted adverbial could you add 
before this?



I went to the dentist.

What fronted adverbial could you add 
before this?



The children went to school.

What fronted adverbial could you add 
before this?



When 
Every week … 
During playtime … 
Once a year … 
Before I go to bed … 
When I go home …

Where 
Beside my bed … 
On holidays … 
In the park … 
At home … 
Outside my house … 

How 
Without … 
Running … 
Carefully … 
Suddenly … 
Gently …

Write a sentence for 
each category



Task 2 – Write an introduction to a story.  

In the last lesson, you planned basic 
idea of your story.  Today you are 
going plan how write your introduction.

In an introduction you give brief details 
of the story.  Who, What, Why, Where, 
When 



Where is your story set?
In a place where everyone has their own 
world. 
Think about a fronted adverbial we could use to say 
where this place is?   

In a far away world beyond the seas, 
Across the many oceans of our world,
In a miniature world hidden from view,
On a giant plant beyond our galaxy, 



Who lives there?

Rock, Paper & Fire. 
What are the characters like?

Brave Rock
Delicate Paper
Fierce Fire  

When does this happen?
In the day, in the night, in the afternoon



What happens?

Rock, Paper & Fire. 
Fire rampages through the worlds

Why?
Fire is jealous of Rock because he can never love Paper



Task 1 – Writing an introduction

In a far away world across seas and mountains, you will 
find a land of those who can never meet. Rock the gentle 
giant admires Paper from afar, but the merest of touches 
will destroy the other.  All was well until one summer 
jealousy, in the form of Fire, raised its head and destruction
ripped through the peaceful land.

Who what where when why


